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It is proved that, for a non-Galois algebraic number field K of odd prime 
degree /, the class number of K is divisible by e, provided a rational prime 
number p = 1 (mod 8) ramifies completely in K. Also it is shown that, for 
K = Q(alln) with rational prime numbers pl, pz ,...,ps such that p;g II a and 
(er , n) = 1, the class number of K is divisible by IIf=, (pi - 1, n), provided n is 
odd. A similar result is shown for the case of even n. 
In this paper, we shall investigate class number factor in an algebraic 
number field with a completely ramifying rational prime number. Such an 
algebraic number field will be said to be of Eisenstein type because, as 
shown in 1, it is obtained by adjoining to Q a root of an Eisenstein poly- 
nomial with respect to that prime number. We give in 2 some elementary 
results on such algebraic number fields. Then first in 3 we prove that for 
a non-Galois algebraic number field K of odd prime degree t, if a rational 
prime number p with p = 1 (mod t) ramifies completely in K (i.e., K is of 
Eisenstein type with respect to such p), then K has an unramified cyclic 
extension of degree e and so the class number hK of K is divisible by 8. 
Secondly in 4 we consider a pure algebraic number field K = Q(d’“) 
with rational prime numbers pi , pz ,..., ps such that pp jl a and (ei , n) = 1 
(in this case, K is of Eisenstein type with respect to each of p1 , pz ,..., ps) 
and prove that: if n is odd, then the class number h, of K is divisible by 
n1-r (pi - 1, n)l; and if n is even, then h, is divisible by n;=, t&2, tJ, 
where 2ti = (pi - 1,2n). Similar results are also given for subfields of 
pure algebraic number fields. 
1. Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n over Q. We say 
that K is of Eisenstein type with respect to a rational prime number p, if 
1 A similar result for the case n = P(t = odd prime) was shown in A. FR~LICH, 
The genus field and genus group in tinite number fields II, Mathematika 6 (1959), 
142-146. 
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K is obtained by adjoining, to Q, a root 01 of an Eisenstein polynomial 
with respect to p; that is, there is an element 01 of K such that K = Q(a) 
and the minimal polynomial of CL is 
f(X) = X” + up-1 + ... + a, (1) 
with ai E Z, p I ai (1 < i < n) and p 11 a, . Then we easily see that 
(p) = p” in K and p 11 (Y, (2) 
where p is a prime ideal of K. 
So, if K (of degree n) is of Eisenstein type with respect to each one of 
rational prime numbers p1 , p2 ,..., pS , then we have 
(~3 = pin, (PA = Pan,-.-, (PJ = ps” in K. 
Conversely, suppose that for an algebraic number field K of degree IZ, 
we have (pl) = pin, (pz) = pzn,..., (pa) = ps” in K, where pi are rational 
prime numbers and pi are prime ideals in K. Then there exists an integer 
cx in K such that pj 11 OL (1 ,( ,j < s) and we see easily that K = Q(a). Let 
f(X) =: 2’” + uIXn--l + ... + a, (ui E Z) be the minimal polynomial of 
~1 over Q. As (p,) = pjn in K, we have 
f(X) = (X - tj)” (mod pj) with tf E Z; 
and so pj I al, pj I a2 ,..., pj I a,. Comparing the maximal exponent of pj 
in each term of f(a) = 0, we have pj II a, , which implies that f(X) is an 
Eisenstein polynomial with respect to each one of p1 , pz ,..,, pS . Hence K 
is of Eisenstein type with respect to p1 , p2 ,..., pS . 
Therefore we have the following 
PROPOSITION. For an algebraic number -field K of degree n over Q, the 
following three assertions ure equivalent. 
(1) K is of Eisenstein type with respect to p1 , p2 ,..., pS . 
(2) We have (pl) = pin, (p2) = pzn,..., (PA = psn in K. 
(3) K is obtained by adjoining, to Q, a root qf an Eisensteinpolynomiul 
with respect to each one of p1 , p2 ,..., pS . 
COROLLARY. If K is of Eisenstein type with respect to p1 , pz ,..., pS , then 
so is any subfield of K. 
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2. Now we prove two easy lemmas on an algebraic number field 
K of Eisenstein type with respect to p. Let [K : Q] = n and K = Q(a). 
where (1) is the minimal polynomial of :X over Q. Let UK be the ring of 
integers in K 
LEMMA 1. We have 
p f (D,y : Z[cd]).B (3) 
Proof. Suppose that p I (Xl K : Z[a]). Then there exists an element w 
of OK such that w $! Z[N] but pw E Z[a]. Writing pw = x0 + xIu: + t 
x,-~o~~-~ (xi E Z), we have, by (2), 
pw = CyIi xi& = 0 (mod (p) = p”) =- x,, = 0 (mod p) 
a x0 = 0 (mod (p) = p”) 3 ~~~~xicxi = 0 (mod p”) 
G- xla = 0 (mod p”) + x1 = 0 (mod p) 
-~~=O(rnod(p)=p”) 2 .e. ax,-I-O(mod(p)). 
Consequently we have w = Cyrl (x,/p) (Y~ E Z[a], which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2. For an element y ED, , we have 
with some x E Z. 
N,,,(y) = xTL (modp) (4) 
Proof. Denoting k = (D K : Z[a]), we have p 7 k by (3) and 
ky E Z[a], i.e., ky = ~~=~’ xi& (xi E Z). Note that -a, , a2 ,..., (-1)” a, 
(ai = coefficients of f(X) in (1)) are fundamental symmetric polynomials 
of all the conjugates of a over Q. So, since we have N,,,(ky) = 
k”N,,,(y) = x,,” + (Z-linear combination of eI , a2 ,..., a,} and 
p / a, (1 < i < n), we have knN,,,(y) = x0% (mod p), which implies (4) 
by (3). 
Clearly Lemma 2 implies that the norm mapping NK,o defines a homo- 
morphism of the ideal class group C, of K into the factor group of the 
multiplicative group 6 of Z/(q) modulo fB”. So we have the following 
result by assuming that p = 1 (mod 2~): Suppose that there exists a 
rational prime number q satisfying 
2 By this, we mean the index of the submodule Z[ol] in the module D)K . 
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(1) q is a primitive root modulo p, 
(2) q has a prime divisor q of degree 1 in K, i.e., N,,,(q) = q. 
Let m be the order of the ideal class of q in C, . Then we have q” = (y) 
with some y E DK and so, by Lemma 2, qm = N,,,(q”) = I NKIQ(y) I = 
fx” (mod p). As (p - 1)/n is even, we have qnt(P-l)ln = 1 (mod p). As q is 
a primitive root modulo p, m/n must be in Z, i.e., n / m. Hence we can 
conclude that C, has an element of order n and so hK is divisible by n. We 
use these arguments in the last section. As a remark, in the case where n is 
odd, we need only to assume that p = 1 (mod n) in the above argu- 
ments. 
EXAMPLE. For a given natural number n, let p be a rational prime 
number such that p = 1 (mod 2n) and q a rational prime number which 
is a primitive root modulo p. Let K be an algebraic number field, of degree 
n, of Eisenstein type with respect top and q (for example, K = Q((pq)‘l”)). 
Then q ramifies completely in K and so q has a prime divisor of degree 1 
in K. So, CK has an element of order n and h, is divisible by n. 
3. For a natural number m, we denote by cm. a primitive m-th root 
of unity. 
THEOREM 1. Let K be an algebraic number field of odd prime degree 8, 
which is of Eisenstein type with respect to a rational prime number p with 
p = l(mod1) (5) 
and is not contained in Q(&,). Let k be the (unique) subfield3 of Q(t,) of 
degree 8 over Q. Then L = K. k is an unramiJed cyclic extension of K, of 
degree f, and so the class number hK of K is divisible by l. 
Proqfi Let K* be the smallest Galois extension, over Q, containing K. 
Then G, = Gal(K*/Q) is isomorphic to a subgroup of S, (the symmetric 
group of eletters) and we have G ) #(GI) and #(G,)I G!. On the other hand, 
G, = Gal(k/Q) is cyclic and of order 6’. Let L = K. k and D = K* . k = 
K* . L. Then we see easily that L/K is a cyclic extension of degree C and 
SZIK* is also a cyclic extension of degree /. Since L is odd, L/K is unramified 
with respect to all the infinite prime divisors of K. So we have to prove that 
L/K is unramified with respect to all the finite prime divisors of K. 
(a) Let p* be a prime divisor of p in K* and e* the ramification index of 
p* in X-*/Q. Then, aspramifies completely in Kand e* j [K* : Q] = #(G,), 
we have t / e* and p 7 e*. Hence the inertia group T* of p* in K*/Q is 
3 We have k z Q(<;’ + If + . + c;(B-lie)e ), where r is a primitive root module p. 
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cyclic and of order e* with /, e*. However, as G, = Gal(K*/Q) is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of Sp , if the order of an element of G, is divisible 
by ( then it must be &. So we see that e* = P and so p* is unramified in 
K*IK. 
(b) Suppose that a prime divisor ‘$3 of p in Sz ramifies in O/K*. Then the 
ramification index e of ‘$3 in Q/Q is P by (a) and so p JT e. So the inertia 
group T of ‘$ in Q/Q is cyclic and of order e2. However Gal(SZ/Q) E G, x G, 
has no element of order P. Hence ‘$ is unramified in S/K*. 
(c) Let ‘@, be a prime divisor ofp in L. Then a prime divisor ‘$ of ‘&, in 
&i is unramified in Q/K by (a) and (b) and so Cp,, is unramified in L/K. 
Since p is the only ramifying rational prime number in k/Q, we see that 
L/K is unramified with respect to all the finite prime divisors of K. Thus 
the proof is completed. 
COROLLARY. Let K be an algebraic number field of odd prime degree L, 
which is of Eisenstein type with respect to s rational prime numbers p1 , 
p2 ,..., pS with pi = 1 (mod 4) and is not contained in Q(&,,,..., ). Then K 
has an unramiJied abelian extension of degree P” and so h, is diuiiible by 6”. 
Remark 1. In Theorem 1, the assumption K Q Q(&J is always satis- 
fied, provided K has one of the following properties: 
(1) K/Q is not a Galois extension. 
(2) There is another rational prime number q # p ramifying in K. 
On the other hand, this assumption is necessary for our conclusion. 
For example, we know that K = Q(a) with 01~ - 701 + 7 = 0 has the 
class number 1. 
Remark 2. We can give another proof of Theorem I for 2! = 3 (the 
divisibility of h, by 3) by the method stated in 2. We give a sketch of it. Let 
K be a non-Galois, cubic number field of Eisenstein type with respect to p. 
We may take, without loss of generality, an element ill of K such that 
K = Q(B) and the minimal polynomial f(X) = X3 - aX + b of 01 is an 
Eisenstein polynomial with respect to p. Then the smallest Galois exten- 
sion K*, over Q, containing K contains a unique quadratic number 
field K, = Q((4a3 - 27b2)li2). It is easily proved that if a rational prime 
number q (q I 4a3 - 27b2) remains prime in K then 
( 
4a3 - 27b” -~ 
1 
= 1 . 
a 
So, taking a rational prime number q such that 
(l)qf4a3 - 2762, 
4a3 - 27b2 
mj =--1, > 
(3) q is a irimitive root modulo p, 
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we see that q has a prime divisor of degree 1 in K. Hence ifp = 1 (mod 3), 
we have 3 1 hK by the similar reasoning in the end of 2. 
4. Let K be a pure algebraic number field, i.e., K = Q(@) with 
a E Z. Let us suppose that there are rational prime numbers p1 , pz ,..., p8 
such that 
P? II a with (ei,n) = 1. (6) 
LEMMA 3. The field K is of degree n and is of Eisenstein type with 
respect to p1 , pz ,..., ps , i.e., we have (pi) = pin in K (1 < i < s). 
Proof. Let pi be a prime divisor of pi in K. Let piU 11 alln and pi” 11 pi . 
Then, by (6) we have nu = ep and (ei , n) = 1, which imply 
n 1 v << [K : Q] < n. So we have n = [K : Q] and (pi) = pin. 
In the following, we use the above notations and we fix a primitive root 
ri module pi for 1 < i < s. 
A. The Case of Odd n 
Let ti = (pi - 1, n) for 1 < i < s. As seen later4, we may suppose 
that all pi’s are odd. Then we can take prime numbers q1 , q2 ,..., qS such 
that 
qi T na, (a - l,n> = 1, 
qi = ri (mod pi), (7) 
qr = rgj (modp,) for j # i. 
In fact, we can find such a qi in the arithmetic progression defined by 
qi = ri (mod pi), 
qi = rjtj (modp,) for j # i, 
qi = 2 (modp) for prime divisors p of n (f p1 ,..., pS). 
Here we note that, as n is odd and pi - 1 is even, ti = (pj - 1, n) < pi - 1 
and so r> + 1 (mod pj). Now, since, by (qi - 1, n) = 1, the mapping 
x -+ xn defines an automorphism of the multiplicative group of Z/(qi), 
the polynomial X n - a (mod qJ has a root in Z/(qi). So, by qi r na, there 
is a prime divisor qi of qi , of degree 1, in K. Let t& be the ideal class of q, 
in the ideal class group C, of K. Suppose that we have 
4 See Remark after Theorem 2. 
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Then we have @q~ ... q? = h/p with integers h, p in K such that 
(A, &pi) = (p, J$=, pi) = 1. Taking the norms of the both sides we 
have, by Lemmas 2 and 3, 
q;Ilyi” *.. qas zi7‘(modp,) 
for 1 < i < s, where zi E Z. Hence, as (qj , pi) = 1, we have 
49” = i ,Fi q;~)~ zin (mod pi) 
and so, by (7), 
(JJ 1 
-tj 
r,ai g rF3 zin (mod pi). 
jti 
Then we have 
aJsi-l)lti _. pj 
-t,(?l-l);ti 
ri 
=w 1 
z 
Z~bi-l)/ti 
2 
j#i 
= 1 (mod pi), 
which implies that ti divides ai (1 ,< i < s). 
Now let X = [X1] x [X,] x ... x [X,] be a free abelian group gener- 
ated by s elements A’, , X, ,..,, X, . There exists a surjective homo- 
morphism of X onto the subgroup, generated by (X1, a;, ,..., &, , of C’, 
such that Xi + & for 1 < i < s. Then the above arguments show that 
the kernel of this homomorphism is contained in 
[x:q x p$] Y ... x [X,$1, 
which is of index t,t, .. t, in X. So the order of the group generated by 
Cs, 6, ,..., O;, is divisible by I$=, ti = nI=, (pi - 1, n). 
Therefore we have the following 
THEOREM 2. Let K = Q(alln), where n is odd. Let p1 , pz ,..., pS be 
rational prime numbers such that p,‘i 11 a with (ei , n) = 1. Then 
n:=, (pi - 1, n) divides the class number h, qf K. 
Remark. If some pi = 2, then (pi - 1, n) = 1. So we may assume 
pi # 2 in the course of the proof. 
COROLLARY. Let K’ be a subfield of K (in Theorem 2), of degree n’. 
Then I$=, (pi - 1, n’) divides hK, . 
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Proof. By Corollary of Proposition, K’ is also of Eisenstein type with 
respect to p1 , p2 ,..., ps . Using the notations in the proof of Theorem 2, 
we put qi’ = qi n IS, which is a prime divisor of qi in K’, of degree 1. Let 
& be the ideal class of qi’. Then, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2, 
we see that 
qqp ... 0:‘s = 1 in C,, implies 
,,ai E 
m 1 
-ti 
r:J zin’ (mod pi) with zi’ E Z. 
j#i 
As ti’=(pi-l,n’)ltd=(p,-l,n), we have 
ri ai(si-l)‘t,’ = 1 (modp,) and SO ti’ 1 ai (1 < i < s). 
So the order of the group generated by cl’, a2’,..., (& is divisible by 
IL (Pi - 1, n’). 
B. The Case of Even n 
For an odd prime divisor p of a, let 2t = (p - 1, 2n). Clearly we have 
t is even if p = 1 (mod 4), 
t is odd if p = 3 (mod 4). 
(8) 
We can take prime numbers q1 , q2 ,..., qs such that 
4i -r na, hi - 134 = 2, 
ri2 (mod pi) 
” E ri (modp,) I 
if pi = 1 (mod 4), 
if pi = 3 (mod 4), 
(9) 
qi = r:j (modp,) for j f i, 
a ( 1 -= 4i 1, 
where 2tj = (pi - 1,2n). In fact, we can find such a qi in the arithmetic 
progression defined by 
qi = 7 (mod S), 
ri2 (mod pi) 
” s ri (modp,) I 
if pi = 1 (mod 4), 
if pi = 3 (mod 4), 
qi = rjtj (modp,) for j # i, 
qi z rt (mod p) for odd prime divisors p of a (f p1 ,..., pJ 
64d214-3 
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where Y = a primitive root modulo p, 
qi ::z 2 (modp’) for odd prime divisors p’ of II (p’ f a). 
Here we note that, as 2t I(p - l), t < p - 1 and so rt + 1 (mod p). As 
2 
i i iii 
= I, wehave 
(2) = I-I (+) = n (-1P--l) r+) = 1, 
where the product ranges over all the odd prime divisors p of a such that 
podd 1) a. Now, as F = 1, we have y2 = a (mod qi) with some y E Z. 
( 1 
Moreover, by (qi - ;, n) = 2, we have also xn = y2 (mod qi) with some 
x E Z and so the polynomial X” - a (mod qi) has a root in Z/(qi). So, 
by qi f na, there is a prime divisor qi of qi , of degree 1, in K. Let & be 
the ideal class of qi in C, . Suppose that we have 
qwp ..-Q = 1 in C,. 
Then, similarly as in Section A, we have 
44” = + ( n q;‘)-1 zin (modp,) 
j#i 
for 1 < i < s, where zi E Z. So, by (9), we have 
rpa* E rrt ( jg r2j)-t’ .zin (mod pi), 
where ki = 2 or 1 according as pi = 1 or 3 (mod 4), i.e., ki = (2, ti). 
Then we have, as (pi - I)/& is even and ti 1 n, 
r$a*(Di-l) Iti = -m 1 -ti(Pi-l)fti t rF3 nbi-l)/ti Zi ifi 
E 1 (mod p,), 
which implies that ti divides k,a, , i.e., tJ(2, tJ divides ai (1 < i < s). 
Therefore, from similar arguments as in Section A, we have the follow- 
ing 
THEOREM 3. Let K = Q(&*), where n is even. Let p1 ,pz ,..., ps be 
odd rational prime numbers such that p;’ I/ a with (ei , n) = 1. Then 
nb, tJ(2, tJ divides the &ass number hK of K, where 2ti = (pi - I, 2n). 
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COROLLARY. Let K’ be a subjield of K (in Theorem 3), of degree n’. If 
n’ is odd then I$=, (pi - 1, n’) divides h,, . Ifn’ is even then nf=, t,‘/(2, ti’) 
divides h,, , where 2ti’ = (pi - 1, 2n’). 
Proof. We use the notations in the proof of Theorem 3. Similarly as in 
the proof of the Corollary to Theorem 2, K’ is of Eisenstein type with 
respect to p1 , pz ,..., pS and qi has a prime divisor qi in K’, of degree 1. 
Let Q’ be the ideal class of qi’ . If n’ is odd, &;al&Ta *a* Kp = 1 in C,, 
implies 
(n ) 
-ti 
+% = 
z - r:i 2:“’ (mod pi) 
j#i 
with zi’ E Z. As (pi - 1, n’) is odd and so (pi - 1, n’)l tj = (pi - 1, n)/2, 
we see (pi - 1, n’)l kiai , i.e. (pi - 1, n’)l ai for 1 < i < s. If n’ is even, 
(p&% *** 67 = 1 in C,, implies 
with z,’ E Z. As 2ti’ = (pi - 1, 2n’)l 2ti = (pi - 1, 2n), i.e., tj’ 1 tj, 
(pi - 1)/t; is even and ti ( n’, we see that tl divides kp, . We have easily 
ki = (2, ti’) and so ti’/(2, &‘)I ai for 1 < i < s. Then the assertions of the 
Corollary follows similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
